‘THIS IS THE VOXCAST YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR...’
A Star Wars Legion scenario for Meeples and Miniatures Podcast.

In a galaxy not that far away

It’s early in the struggle between the Empire and the so called Rebels. As it has been for centuries a lot
of the fighting is done on the virtual, propaganda riddled pathways of the galactic information network.
One of the major players in this game is a Voxcast called ‘Meeples and Miniatures’ whose hosts have
often be accused of using ‘jedi mind tricks’ to impart subliminal suggestions in their listeners. Most of
the time these suggestions appear harmless, the end result being the listener returning to their abode
laden with goods they didn’t really need, or crates arriving from Galactic Prime they didn’t remember
ordering. However, lately there has been evidence that the hidden messages include encrypted information about the Empire AND the Galactic leaders that could be used by operatives to ‘open doors’ on
many core and outer rim planets as they sell the information on.
These rumours have resulted in the ‘Meep & Mins Tower’ (a grand name for the ever shifting converted
freighter that moves from location to location broadcasting the voxcast) being raided by the Imperial
Security Forces. However, the studio crew have managed to wipe all the drives clean and insert the files
of the newest episode (that has not been broadcast, but which is rumoured to include such toxic, sordid
details of the leaders that it will change the face of the galaxies for ever) into five different droids (each
one containing a part of the episode). In the confusion which follows the droids (whose programming
has been corrupted by the files) have all escaped from the ship onto the surface of the planet below
with their mission being to ‘find the legendary, and elusive, figure of Obi Mik Hobbsy’ and hand the
files to him for dissemination.
Forces from both the Imperial and Rebel side have been urgently sent to the planet’s surface to recover
the files before the damage is done...
setup
One objective token (use a droid if you have one) is placed in the centre of the table. Starting with
the Blue player the other 4 droids (objectives) are placed alternatively. They must be beyond range 1
of the deployment zones and any other droid (objective). The droids are captured if a Unit Leader is
in base contact with them. They remain with the unit leader until the end of the game or when the
DEPLOYMENT
Forces from both sides of the light converge on the area looking for the droids that are carrying the podcast files.
Search parties landed at dawn and some are hovering in the atmosphere in ground support vehicles ready to
drop in and lend a hand. Sensors have slowly led 2 teams from each force to an area that contain the droids but
the teams are in disarray (use the Disarray Deployment Card) as they get close.
Commanders on the ground can call in their reinforcements who will be deployed from troop carriers into the
area to assist (use the RAPID REINFORCEMENTS conditions card).
Victory conditions
At the end of six turns a player will gain 1 Victory Point for each droid (objective token) that a ground unit belonging to their force has in its possession. The loser (or both if no one has the most) will have to explain to the
Emperor or Princess why they have failed them so greatly (look out for a twitter feed comment!).
The winner will be able to reveal to the Universe (again look out for a twitter feed) what important information
the voxcast revealed.

